Electrical sub panel lowes

Last Updated: November 21, References. This article was co-authored by our trained team of
editors and researchers who validated it for accuracy and comprehensiveness. There are 18
references cited in this article, which can be found at the bottom of the page. This article has
been viewed , times. Learn more Choose the right subpanel and location for your needs. Shut
off the power to the main system and connect the subpanel to your main panel using a feeder
cable and breaker. If you feel uncomfortable or unsure, contact a licensed electrician to install
your subpanel. Tip: Check your local building codes to see if you need to submit special
paperwork or if you need to acquire a permit to add a subpanel. Tip: If there is no diagram on
the panel, look up the make and model of the panel online to identify the bus bars. Support
wikiHow by unlocking this staff-researched answer. Measure about 5 feet from the floor to mark
where you will mount the panel. Remove the lowest amp rated circuit breaker from the main
panel to make space for the new sub panel, then route or extend the wires to the new panel. Use
a wire cable to supply the sub panel from the main panel, and insert the conductor connections
before re-installing the panel cover and restoring power. To learn how to properly label your
new panel, keep reading! Did this summary help you? Yes No. We've been helping billions of
people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every
dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like you.
Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does
not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username or email to
continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow
great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust
wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article parts. Things You'll Need. Related Articles.
Article Summary. Part 1 of All rights reserved. This image may not be used by other entities
without the express written consent of wikiHow, Inc. They can also issue a permit to add a
subpanel if your area requires one and they can inspect your subpanel after you install it to
verify that it is up to code. Typical panels in the US have or amps, but older homes, or homes in
other locations may only be able to support a amp panel. Purchase a subpanel with all of the
connections. You can find subpanels and attachments at hardware stores. Place a subpanel
near the main panel to add additional circuits. If you need more circuits to power your electrical
devices, install a subpanel adjacent to your main circuit breaker. Install a subpanel to power an
additional room. A finished basement or a garage full of electrical devices needs a subpanel to
fully power the room and any electrical devices you plan to use. Although the subpanel feeds
off of the main breaker system, installing a new one also allows the room to have its own
breaker box to control output in the room. If you build an additional room as an add-on to your
home, you may need a subpanel in it so your system can power it. The steam and humidity of a
bathroom can cause a subpanel to short out and a full closet could potentially cause the
circuitry to overheat. Part 2 of Turn off the power to the main panel. Before you begin any work
on an electrical panel, shut off all of the power running through it. Look for the main power
switch and push it. All of the lights and electrical devices should then turn off. Make sure that
the system is turned off and there is no power running through the breakers by testing the
lights in the room. Locate a wall stud where you want to install the panel. Most electrical outlet
boxes are mounted on the side of a stud, so they can help tell you where one is located. Mark
the location where the screws need to be added. Place the subpanel against the wall where you
identified a stud. Use a pencil or marker to mark the wall where the 4 mounting screws need to
be installed in order to hang the subpanel. Place the panel at a height of about 5 feet 1. Check
local building codes to see if you have to mount a subpanel at a specific height. Leave a small
gap between the mounting screw and the wall so the subpanel can fit onto it. Place the
subpanel onto the mounting screws and tighten them. Slide the panel onto the mount so all of
the screws are in the correct slots. Then, take a drill or screwdriver and tighten the screws so
the panel is securely fastened against the wall. Part 3 of Remove the knockout slug on the side
of the panel with a hammer. Look for a perforated circle on the side, top, or bottom of the panel.
You can use a hammer and screwdriver to knock out the slug so you can insert wiring into the
subpanel. Place the connector into the slot and secure it in place. With the knockout slug
removed, insert the metal connector into the hole so you can insert your 4-wire feeder cable
through it. Use a drill or screwdriver to tighten the screws on top of the connector to keep it
held in place. Screw on the retaining nut to the bottom of the connector inside of the subpanel.
Run the feeder cable from the main panel to the subpanel. The 4-wire feeder cable should be
included with your subpanel and is a large black cable with 4 wires inside of it. With the main
panel door open, insert the cable and slide it through the knockout opening. Then feed it into
through the knockout opening on the subpanel. Unwrap the insulation surrounding it with your
fingers to expose the 4 wires inside. There should be a black wire, red wire, white wire, and bare
metal wire. Connect the neutral and ground wires to their bus bars. Take the white neutral wire,

insert it beneath the screw at the top of the neutral bus bar in the main panel, and tighten the
screw to secure it. Connect the other end of the wire in the subpanel in the same fashion. Then,
connect the ground wire to the ground bus bar, tighten the screw to secure it, and connect the
other end of the wire to the neutral bus bar in the subpanel. Check the inside of the door of the
main and subpanel for a diagram showing the location of the bus bars and neutral bars. If the
end of the wire is covered by sheathing, use a wire stripper or a utility knife to remove about 1
inch 2. Use a longer cable to reach a subpanel installed in a separate room. Insert the red and
black wires into the feeder breaker. The feeder breaker is a black cube with switches on it that is
added to the main panel to run power to the subpanel. Strip the very ends of the red and black
wires to expose the metal wire beneath. Insert the wires into the slots on the feeder breaker
beneath the 2 screws at the top. Tighten the screws on the connections so the wires are secure.
You may need to loosen the screws on the feeder breaker first to insert the wires. Snap the
feeder breaker into an empty slot in the main panel. With the feeder breaker connected to the
red and black wires, connect it to an empty slot on your main panel by aligning the connections
and pressing it into the slot. You can put the feeder breaker into any empty slot in your main
panel. Attach the red and black wires to the terminals in the subpanel. Strip the end of the red
and black wires, insert them beneath the screw at the top of the hot bus bars, then tighten the
screws to connect and secure them. Turn on the breaker and close the panels. After all of the
wires and connections are secure, restore power to the main panel. Then turn on the feeder
breaker that you added by flipping the switch. Your subpanel should now be functioning. Did
you know you can read answers researched by wikiHow Staff? Unlock staff-researched answers
by supporting wikiHow. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 0. Not Helpful 2 Helpful 2. A residential panel
should always consist of two V connections of opposite phase the "hots" plus a neutral
connection. If you put a breaker in either the main panel or subpanel, you'll get a branch circuit
using just one of the hots plus the neutral, so you get V. Not Helpful 6 Helpful What is the
largest sub-panel that can be used for a amp main breaker box? A sub-panel box -- if wired with
the proper gauge wire and protected with the correct breakers -- can be any size that covers the
amps that its rated for and protected against. Not Helpful 7 Helpful If I run 2 10 wires to a
subpanel using 2- 30 amp breakers, is this a 30 amp or a 60 amp subpanel? It will be a 30 amp
volt, if you catch each hot leg, but code requires using one double-pole 30 amp breaker to do
that, and you still need to connect the neutral and ground between the panels four wires in total:
2-hot, 1-neutral, 1-ground. Not Helpful 5 Helpful Call an electrician. It could be a miswired hot
wire, or a back feeding neutral. Or someone could have used white insulation wire for running a
hot wire and not identified it and then added to the neutral bar. Use a meter and be careful. Do I
need the 4th wire if the sub panel is installed alongside the main panel? The ground and neutral
wires are only connected in one place, the main breaker panel. The size of the wire will be
determined by the amperage rating of the box. For example, 14 wire - 1 amp; 12 wire - 20 amp;
10 wire - 30 amp; 8 wire - 40 amp; 6 wire - 60 amp, and so on. Not Helpful 41 Helpful If I have a 60
amp breaker going to sub panel, how many amp breakers can I put on sub panel? As long as
the amps in the sub panel do not exceed 60 amps when in use, any up to 60 amp breaker. Not
Helpful 3 Helpful 4. Include your email address to get a message when this question is
answered. Be sure all power has been shut off from the main panel before you begin working to
prevent accidentally shocking yourself. By using this service, some information may be shared
with YouTube. Submit a Tip All tip submissions are carefully reviewed before being published.
Related wikiHows How to. How to. More References 9. About This Article. Co-authored by:.
Co-authors: Updated: November 21, Categories: Electrical Wiring and Safety Switches. Thanks
to all authors for creating a page that has been read , times. What I realize I'm going to have to
do is only use half of my sub panel because I only have 3 wires coming from the main panel and
I need 2 hot wires to utilize the entire sub panel. Anonymous Feb 11, Anonymous Feb 22,
Anonymous Oct 20, Anonymous Jan 30, More reader stories Hide reader stories. Did this article
help you? Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie
policy. Merrie Davis Jun 6, Share yours! More success stories Hide success stories. Related
Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy
policy. Follow Us. Bad at cooking? Improve your knife skills and chop like a chef! Take the
Course. X Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to
learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! How big should your Sub-Panel
be? Watts and Amperage This will help you consider the circuits to be served by the Sub-Panel
including general purpose electrical outlets and any special equipment which will be needed.
Special Considerations: Large Volt Loads such as Welders, Air Conditioners, Motors, Well
Pumps and the like may require larger size wire and conduit to provide the necessary current
this equipment requires. Be sure to list all the label requirements and manufacturers
specifications. Long Distances from the power source will produce Voltage Drop, especially

over feet. I fed this sub panel with 10 UF cable. From this sub panel, I am feeding 2 â€” 20 amp
circuits with 14 wire. With nothing but the fluorescent lighting on, I pull about 2. When I turn on
my shop vac however, I am pulling about 11 amps of current, and my measured voltage on this
circuit drops to volts. This causes my fluorescent light bulbs to cycle on and off. Is the voltage
drop enough to cause this issue, or am I missing something? When planning the wire size for a
sub panel, or any panel for that matter, it is important to factor in the length of the distance to
the panel from the source, and the amperage of the sub panel. The circuit loads placed upon the
sub panel will determine the size of the sub panel as well. So basically, everything starts with
planning the load that will be placed on the sub panel, and then we calculate the wire size
feeding the sub panel based upon the distance. It is also important to factor in any electric
motors that may be used due to the starting load which will effect the amperage and the voltage.
Michael asks: We bought a house with a detached shop. With every breaker shut off, the lights
and outlets still work. They still have power. Only when I shut the amp breaker off does the
lights and outlets quit working. I can understand a possible bad breaker, but all defective. I
highly doubt that. What do you think? From what you have described, I think there is another
panel somewhere. One way to know for sure is to open the panel and see if there is a spare set
of lugs that are used to feed another panel. Ask a Question! Careful planning for your Sub-Panel
with immediate and future load considerations will help you understand how to size your
Sub-Panel. This information will help as you consider a Sub-Panel and its size. See How to Wire
it Right! Complete Guide to Home Electrical Wiring. More about Wiring a Sub Panel Grounds
and Neutrals in Electrical Panel How to Wire Grounds and Neutrals in Sub Panels â€” all the
neutrals and ground wire and terminal bars must be separated from each other, and your sub
feed should be a 4-wire cable that has a separated insulated neutral wire and a separate ground
wire. Sub Panel Grounding and Neutrals Understanding Grounding for Sub Panels: When you
add a second electrical panel with separate neutral and common bars, do you ground the
common to the box along with a ground rod connection? Sub Panels are installed and used for
several reasons including expanding the circuit breaker capacity of the main electrical panel.
Learn more about wiring a sub panel. Be Sure to Get Your Copy! Helping You Wire it Right.
Additional Comments: The feedback I have read is very informative and professionally stated.
Estimated Time: Depends on personal level experience, ability to work with tools, install
electrical circuit wiring, and the available access to the project area. Working in an electric
panel is dangerous due to arc flash hazards and the possibility of electric shock. Electrical
Wiring Parts and Materials: Electrical parts and mater
renault 5 radio wiring diagram
radio wiring harness colors
08 dodge caliber fuse box
ials for circuit wiring projects should be approved for the specific project and compliant with
local and national electrical codes. Electrical Codes and Inspections: Installing additional
electrical circuit wiring should be done according to local and national electrical codes with a
permit and be inspected. Recent Testimonials I think your site offers the the clearest and best
electrical information for homeowners I have ever seen on the net. You have given me
confidence to do my own projects which I never had before. Paul, from Foxboro, Massachusetts
I wish I found this site earlier, it is by far the best electrical related resource I have found on the
web. George, from Scranton, Pennsylvania I love this site for an office worker that does not
know anything about electric wiring. Collin, from Grand Rapids, Michigan Thank you for
answering my question. I was able to get this done. This site is perfect. I am glad I found it.
Please keep it going. Top of page Electric Circuit Breakers.

